Abstract-Information theory has made great impact on research and development of communication systems. However, research in networking, a system built on communication components, has not benefited much from information theory and a theoretical framework to guide the analysis and design of networks is still lacking. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an information-theoretical framework to explore the quantitative relationship between information and network performance. Another attribute of information, namely information quality (IQ), is proposed to reflect the degree of importance of information to the target performance metric. IQ can be utilized to identify important information, so that network resource can first be allocated to such information, and hence to improve the network performance. Moreover, information efficiency (IE) is proposed as a metric to measure the information efficiency of network protocols and it can be used to analyze and compare the performance of different network protocols. Opportunistic scheduling is used to illustrate our proposed framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the appearance of Shannon's classical publication in 1948, information theory has been a cornerstone in the field of communications and has contributed greatly to the research and development in communication systems. But research in networking, a sister discipline of communications, still lacks a theoretical framework. Therefore, a mathematical understanding of networking from the perspective of information theory is desired.
The major contribution of our research is to propose a framework which introduces another attribute of information, namely, information quality (IQ), to reflect the degree of importance of information to the target network performance metric and to apply it to the quantitative analysis and design of network protocols. By identifying and quantifying different information qualities of the target application, we can allocate the limited system resource (time, bandwidth, computing capacity, etc.) to collect and utilize high quality information with a higher priority to achieve greater performance improvement. To quantitatively measure the information efficiency of network protocols, information efficiency (IE) is proposed and an approach to improve information efficiency of protocols is also introduced.
This framework can be applied in analyzing existing protocols, and more importantly, in guiding the design of better networking protocols and algorithms from the perspective of information quality and information efficiency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section II. Section III introduces the framework and details of our proposed theory. Then in Section IV, opportunistic scheduling protocols in wireless networks are investigated to evaluate the feasibility and performance of our proposed framework and theory. Finally we conclude in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
The two disciplines of information theory and networking have long promised interesting connections and have attracted the attention of researchers from both fields. However, information theory has yet to make a comparable mark in the field of networking to that in communication mainly due to two reasons: 1) Information theory provides basic models of communication channels and answers fundamental questions. 2) Networks are complex systems built on underlying connected communication parts but they include many complex control and coordination components known as protocols.
One important early contribution to networking by information theory is on routing. In [1] , Gallager presented an information theoretical analysis of minimum-delay routing in packet-switched, store-and-forward networks. There are also information-theoretical analyses of multi-access communication [2] , timing channel [3] , etc. The early work is summarized in a survey paper [4] .
Network information theory [5] investigates information transportation capacity in multi-hop wireless networks. The approach of network information theory is coding with feedback in a multi-user interconnected communication system. Its focus is on coding and channel transmission and the impact of the complex network protocols is beyond its scope. Therefore, network information theory is actually more related to interconnected communication systems than to networks.
Another hot research topic is network coding [6] , a new research field of information theory and coding theory. The core notion of network coding is the mixing of data destined to different receivers at intermediate network nodes and receivers deducing the original messages intended for them. Network coding is a systematic approach derived from information theory. However, its focus is on coding messages while our research mainly focuses on quantifying the relationship between 978-1-4244-6404-3/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE information and network performance at the protocol level.
M. Chiang et al. [7] also attempt to develop a uniform framework for network protocol. However, their work mainly focuses on utility maximization and optimization decomposition while our focus is on the availability and utilization of information.
As to the efficiency of network protocols, it is usually measured and evaluated from the aspects of time efficiency and computation complexity, but we believe that a good protocol should require as few information as possible because collecting information consumes valuable system resource. Therefore, IE is proposed to measure network protocols from the perspective of information efficiency.
From this brief literature review, we find that early research mostly focuses on the lower layers of the network or follows non-information-theoretical approaches. Therefore, an information-theoretical framework to analyze network performance quantitatively is still lacking.
III. FRAMEWORK AND DETAILS

A. Information Quality
In traditional information theory, information is investigated generally without any predefined target application and the only attribute of information is quantity. In our framework, performance-oriented information is developed in which information has two fundamental attributes, namely, quantity and quality, based on the target performance metrics.
IQ of information source x i can be defined using partial derivatives of the target performance metrics along the direction of x i as shown in (1) . Note that with the same given quantity of information; utilizing higher quality information should contribute more to the target performance metrics than utilizing lower quality information.
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where X = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x N ) represents information sources utilized by protocol Q and U (Q( X)) is the performance achieved by Q using information X. Based on the concept of information quality, we can also define the notion of effective information quantity, obtained by multiplying information quantity with quality as follows.
where I(x i ) is the quantity of information source x i . Effective information quantity is actually the original information quantity weighted by the quality of the information and this parameter describes the effectiveness of a certain amount of information on the performance improvement.
Zahedi and Bisdikian also proposed a concept Quality of Information (QoI) in their paper [8] as a means to capture an application's information needs from the sensors in sensor network, but the physical meanings of our proposed IQ and their "QoI" are quite different. As mentioned by the authors, their "QoI", a specially defined concept in sensor network, is about the consistency and integrity of information and it deals with information at the logic level. But we are working on information more precisely at the bit level and we focus on exploring how different information sources will quantitatively affect the performance of network protocols. Moreover, our proposed IQ is a general, well-formulated mathematical concept and it can be utilized in general network scenarios.
B. Fundamental Principles
Theorem 3.1: Marginal information change drives performance variation.
Proof: Consider a performance metric U which we want to maximize. Set Z = {z i , i ∈ [1, N]} includes all information sources utilized by protocol Q, and x is the additional information source, we have
This is because, with the current information intact, additional information cannot increase the uncertainty of the system. If the additional information is favorable to the performance function, it can be utilized to enhance performance; if not, the new information can be discarded and the original performance value is retained.
Similarly, we can deduce the Inequality (4) as follows.
where Z −i means that element i of set Z, i.e. information source Z i is removed from the set. Theorem 3.2: Increasing total information quantity does not necessarily mean better performance.
Proof: A higher total information quantity may be obtained by substituting the original high quality information with lower quality information, and this may not be beneficial. Therefore, even with the following condition
we cannot guarantee
where Z and Y are sets of information sources which can be utilized by protocol Q. Further demonstration of the correctness and necessity of Theorem 3.2 will be shown in Section IV. Theorem 3.3: Information should be utilized as directly as possible to achieve better system performance.
Proof: Suppose U is the system performance function, X and Y are available information sources, and X, Y and U form the relationship X → Y → U , which means Y is a more direct information source compared to X. Then according to the data-processing inequality [9] , we have,
It means that indirect information source X reveals less information about performance function U than direct information source Y. Thus, with other factors fixed, the system will sense less uncertainty with X compared to Y and hence performs better.
Theorem 3.4: Performance variations due to marginal change of information of different qualities are different (as shown in Fig. 1) .
Utilizing higher quality information will help increase network performance more effectively than utilizing information with lower quality. Proof: Consider a performance function U = U 1 +U 2 and information source x, which is divided into sub-information x 1 and x 2 . According to Theorem 3.1, we have
Hence,
Of course, the performance function U may not be a summation of U 1 and U 2 , but in general, if we want to maximize the performance, utilizing different information jointly contribute more to performance improvement than doing so separately. This is the basic reason why cross-layer design will generally increase some target performance metrics.
C. Information Efficiency of Network Protocols
Under our proposed framework, we introduce IE, defined as improvement of performance metric per bit of information, as a metric of information efficiency of network protocols,
} is the set of information sources utilized by protocol Q. Equation (12) can be used to calculate the IE of a particular protocol. However, a very useful application is to evaluate and compare the information efficiency of different opportunistic or cross-layer network protocols. The basic idea of opportunistic protocols is to improve some target performance metrics by utilizing additional information. Up to now, there is not a good method to measure and compare the performance of various opportunistic protocols because different protocols have different information utilization methods, even for similar network scenarios. However, we can utilize IE as shown in (13) to evaluate how efficiently the system performance has been improved with the opportunistic designed protocol compared to the original one.
IE(Q( X, Z))
where Z is the set of information sources utilized by the original protocol Q' and X = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x M ) are the additional information utilized by opportunistic policy Q. Then for the same network scenario, opportunistic protocols with higher IE values are considered to be better or more information-efficient than those with lower IE values.
With our proposed framework, we can identify high quality information, and we can develop new protocols accordingly.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the feasibility and utility of our proposed framework, we investigate two opportunistic scheduling protocols. Subsection A illustrates the functionality of the proposed framework and the impact of information quality on network performance, while Subsection B investigates how to analyze and improve the information efficiency of network protocols by utilizing the proposed metric IE.
A. Information Quality
The network scenario is shown in Fig. 2 . A base station (BS) will serve one of its 4 clients, namely, C 1 , ..., C 4 , in each time slot. Each client can be with one of N discrete channel conditions. For simplicity, in this scenario, each node is equally likely to have channel condition "good" or "bad", with data transmission rates of T G = 1Mb/slot and T B = 0.5Mb/slot, respectively. Besides, each node maintains a buffer with size K for receiving data and its buffer availability is measured by dividing the empty buffer size by K. In [10] , K is equal to the size of one TCP packet. If the buffer availability of a node is greater than or equal to 50%, its reception success probability is P H ; otherwise, its reception success probability is P L , with P H > P L . In this case, we set P H = 0.8 and P L = 0.2. We assume that node is equally likely to have high buffer availability and low buffer availability. The target performance metric is the average system throughput per slot.
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1) Channel condition information:
If BS does not have any information about its clients' channel conditions, it does not know serving which client in each time slot is more favorable. Then BS will just serve the clients randomly. The entropy of channel condition information to BS is 4 × 2 × (1/2) × (− log(1/2)) = 4bits. The expected system throughput is,
Suppose BS is given the channel condition by one of its clients and the statuses of the others remain unknown. Now we investigate how this one bit information will affect the system performance. This one bit may say "good (G)" or "bad (B)" with equal possibility. If "good" channel condition is reported, to maximize the throughput, BS will schedule a data transmission to this node; if "bad" is reported, then the best strategy is to select one of the remaining nodes as the data receiver. Therefore, the expected average throughput is,
Suppose BS is given the channel information of two of its clients. The two bits will be one of the combinations "GG", "GB", "BG", and "BB" with equal possibility 1/4. We can get an expected throughput G = 0.4688Mb/slot. Similarly we can also get the system throughput with 3 and 4 bits channel information available.
2) Buffer availability information: Now we study another type of information, i.e., buffer availability information of each node, and its impact on system performance. Following the previous logic, we can derive the results and the quantitative performance variations with marginal increment of buffer availability information.
3) Analysis: The results are shown in TABLE I. By examining Column 3 and Column 4 of TABLE I individually, we can see that with more information provided, less uncertainty is sensed by BS, and hence, better system throughput is achieved. The table also illustrates that marginal increment of information corresponds to better performance as described in Theorem 3.1. Moreover, when comparing the third entry of Column 3 with the second entry of Column 4, we notice that less information generates better performance. This counterintuitive phenomenon is due to the fact that higher quality information can be utilized to improve the performance more efficiently. The quantitative relationship between performance and information with different qualities is shown in Fig. 3 . We find that utilizing different information has different impact on system performance as stated in Theorem 3.4 and buffer availability information impacts the system performance more than channel information. This means that buffer availability information has a higher IQ. Therefore, to achieve optimal system performance with minimal information cost in this example, we should allocate the limited system resource to collecting buffer availability information with a higher priority. The performance evaluation results show that the proposed framework can be utilized to model the relationship between information and network performance; moreover, the results also show that information quality can have great impact on the performance of network protocols.
B. Information Efficiency
In this time-slotted opportunistic scheduling scenario, there are a BS and 3 users 1, 2 and 3. Each user has two possible channel conditions s 1 and s 2 , and performance values, i.e. throughputs G 1 and G 2 , respectively, with G 1 > G 2 . In any time slot, each user is equally like to be in status s 1 or s 2 . We consider the temporal fairness requirement introduced in [11] and set r 1 = r 2 = r 3 = 1/3, which means that each user should be allocated 1/3 of the transmission time in the long run.
If non-opportunistic scheduling is utilized with no channel condition information provided, the average system performance can be calculated as follows,
where Q (U ) denotes a non-opportunistic scheduling whose allocation decision only depends on the performance values of users, E[U i ] is the expected performance of User i when it is chosen to transmit, and E[U Q (U ) ] is the average system performance. Without channel condition information provided, BS cannot tell which user has a good channel, so in each time slot, BS just randomly selects a user to transmit, with the fairness requirement satisfied. If opportunistic scheduling is utilized now with channel condition information of each user provided, by selecting the favorable user to transmit in each time slot while satisfying the fairness requirement, the average system performance can be improved as follows,
According to (13), the IE of opportunistic scheduling pro-
Besides evaluating the information efficiency of the opportunistic protocol, can we do anything else to further improve the information efficiency of the protocol? The answer is yes. By investigating the necessity of information sources, we find that requiring only users in good channel condition to report their channel condition s 1 to BS can reduce the quantity of information collected without affecting system performance, since information s 1 and s 2 are complementary.
Therefore, the modified opportunistic scheduling protocol with only s 1 information provided performs as well as the old one but the information efficiency is improved to:
The doubled IE value means that the modified protocol is more information-efficient.
The performance evaluation results show that our proposed framework and theory can be utilized to analyze the information efficiency of network protocols and to guide the design of new information-efficient network protocols.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an information-theoretical framework and the corresponding theory to analyze network performance. This framework can help analyze existing protocols or applications and guide designs of new network protocols. Information quality is introduced as a metric of the degree of importance of the information on network performance and it can be utilized to improve network performance with minimal quantity of information required. We also propose the metric IE to measure the information efficiency of network protocols, and IE can be utilized to compare the performance of different network protocols in terms of information efficiency and to guide the design of new information-efficient protocols. This is an important but challenging research topic and there is still much work to be done. Current network architecture is layered and information of each layer is utilized only by the protocol in the corresponding layer. Although we can optimize performance at each layer, integrating the suboptimal solutions from different layers does not guarantee a global optimal solution. Therefore, performance degradation caused by information decomposition will be investigated in our future work.
